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Dental film processing unit
consisting of:
3 tanks each 90 mm high
2 lids
1 drip tray
1 film holder for 4 dental films Z4DT
material: pvc

Cat.-no.:190090

space required: 22 x 23 x 12 cm
net weight: 0,600 kg

Spare parts and accessories
190092

single tank

190093

drip tray

190094

lid

308304

dental film holder Z4 DT

Dental film processing tank set new model
Development of 2 dental film holders for 4 dental films or small dental films
consisting of:
- 2 tanks 4 litres each for developer and fixer
- 1 tank 9 litres for intermediale and final washing
- 1 container for 3 tanks with drain cocks
- 1 lid for 3 tanks

Material
processing tank set: made in pvc, dark gray,
lid: made in pvc, red
space required: 24 x 40 x 41 cm
optional with heater
194003
194013

incl. heater
100 Watt/220 V/ 50 Hz

Made in Europa

Landau/Isar: 02/2016
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Processing tank set new model

for two filmhangers up to 30 x 40 cm for EWEM-Filmhangers with topbar 31 cm,
consisting of:
- 2 tanks each 2,5 litres for developer and fixer
- 1 tank 15,0 litres for intermediale and finale washing
- 1 container for 3 tanks with drain cocks
- 1 lid for 3 tanks

material
processing tank set:made in pvc, dark gray
lid:made in pvc, red
dim.: 22 x 38 x 53 cm
weight: 11,00 kg
includ. heater: 11,5 kg

194001

194011
incl.heater
150 Watt /220 V/ 50 Hz

for two filmhangers up to 35 x 43 cm for EWEM-Filmhanger with top bar 46 cm,
consisting of:
- 2 tanks each 5 litres for fixer and developer
- 1 tank 28,0 litres for intermediale and finale washing
- 1 container for 3 tanks with 3 drain cocks
- 1 lid for 3 tanks

material
processing tank set: made in pvc, dark gray
lid: made in pvc, red
dim.:27 x 48 x 96 cm
weight: 12,00 kg
incl. heater: 12,5 kg

194002
194012
incl. heater
150 Watt /220 V/ 50 Hz

Made in Europa

Landau/Isar: 03/2016
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Processing tank set new model - 3 tanks for film hangers up to 35 x 43 cm (40 x 40 cm),with a top bar 46 cm
consisting of:
- 2 tanks 20 litres each with lid and drain cock for fixer and developer
- 1 tank 30 litres with inlet and overflow, for intermediale and final washing
- 1 connection set
- 1 drip tray with drain system

material: made in pvc dark gray
lid: made in pvc red
space required: 50 x 60 x 62 cm
weight: 22,00 kg
capacities:
- developer20 l
- fixer20 l
- water30 l
- connection set2 m flexible tube Ø 25 mm, 1 hose clamp

194322

Processing tank set new model - 4 tanks for film hangers up to 35 x 43 cm (40 x 40 cm),with a top bar 46 cm
consisting of:
-

2
1
1
1
2

tanks 20 litres with lid and drain cock for fixer and developer
tank 20 litres with lid with inlet and overflow for intermediale washing
tank 30 litres without lid, with inlet and overflow for washing
drip tray with drain system
x connection set

material: made in pvc dark gray
space required: 61 x 59 x 56 cm
net weight:
25 kg
capacities:
- developer20 l
- fixer20 l
- intermediate washing20 l
- water30 l
- 2 x connection set: 2 m flexible tube Ø 25 mm, 1 hose clamp

1942223
Made in Europa

Landau/Isar: 06/2017
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Stirring rod
all of pvc, suitable for EWEM processing tank sets

196060

stirring rod - grey

196065

stirring rod - red

60 cm long,
6 cm wide

Net weight:150 g
Net weight:150 g

Alarm timer
with programmable count-down, no luminous ciphers
minutes and seconds easily adjustable from 1 sec. to 59' 59''

Bestell-Nr. 209000

207570

Space required: 52 x 67 x 25 mm
net weight: 41 g

Tank thermometer
with suspension hook,
graduated in centigrade 10 to 50°C
depth of immersion: 250 mm
208025

Length: 250 mm
net weight: 70 g
stainless steel

Single tanks new models

material: made in pvc red
194010

single tank 10 litres with lid
space required: 6 x 42 x 58 cm

194020

single tank 20 litres
space required:11 x 42 x 58 cm

194040

single tank 40 litres
space required:19 x 42 x 58 cm

Landau/Isar: 06/2017
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Processing tank set with electronic controlled heating - new model
- Processing tank set, made in pvc dark gray, acid-resistant
- 1 lid
- 3 tanks fixed in a container consisting of:
2 tanks for fixer and developer
1 tank for intermediale and final washing
- drain cocks
- simple control of the temperature for developer

194811
Processing tank set consisting of:
- 2 tanks fixed 10 litres each for fixer and developer
- 1 tank fixed 80 litres for intermediale and final washing
- space required: 60 x 53 x 98 cm
- weight: 31 kg

19410221
Processing tank set consistng of:
- 2 tanks fixed 20 litres each for fixer and developer
- 1 tank fixed 16 litres for intermediale washing
- 1 tank fixed 100 litres for final washing
- space required: 105 x 60 x 105 cm
- weight: 62 kg

Made in Europa

Landau/Isar: 04/2016

